Aloha LoveTribe,
And a beautiful tribe we are! Thanks for letting
Hsiao-Yee take a picture of you Lashunda, in
this comfy elegant Luuka Dress (with pockets!)
Our special this week ... Holiday Dressing!
With the password LoveTribe, 25% off dresses
and "dressy" blouses and "mens" shirts. (not
already on sale racks).
And 20% off any one item. PLUS ...
Thank-you for your love and support, so many
of you for many years. A special gift for you
with your purchase (or if you already made your
purchases with us just come in to get one).
See the shawl/scarf below. Or choose a tray of
delicious chocolates.
As the year comes to an end, our gratitude for
our LoveTribe grows. This seems to be
generating seeds of miracles we are living into
for 2020! So, thank-you! and ...

Model: Lashunda photo by Hsiao-Yee

Merry Everything!
xoxo Devi

Our gift to you...
Extremely soft mix of cotton, rayon and wool. They come in 5 color ways which
you can see below, with the coordinating pattern on both sides showing. Can you
tell them apart? Regular price is $69, our price $38 though gifted with purchase.

PS The new shop Outback x Library (instagram) opening in the New Year.
Besides many unique vintage pieces and Outback store recycled, we have a
beautiful retrospective of over 500 pcs of Outback samples from the 80's and
90's. We designed thousands of pieces though, so we are missing many styles ...
do you have any that could be brought in for trade credit or borrowed for the
retrospective? Also accepting other lines of your Outback bought clothing for
credit.

20%
off any
1 item

Password : LoveTribe
Free shawl/scarf or tray of chocolate
25% off Holiday dresses, blouses and shirts
20% any other 1 piece

Free Shawl/chocolate offer expires 12/27 (or when we run out!)
25% off Holiday Dressing expires 12/27
20% off 1 piece expires when love no longer rules (It will always rule Outback)

